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PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

E

arlier this year, I heard an incredible story of a
14-year-old Kingdom worker who exemplified boldness.
This young girl reached out to a homeless man on an
inner-city street corner.

With a divine confidence, she approached the man and kindly
offered him a bag filled with food, a Bible and self-care items.
MacKenzie Swan, an eighth grader from Dodge City, Kansas,
discovered such boldness after learning at a recent CIY Believe
event that God is “WITH” her in all situations.
“I’m looking for the good in things and feeling stronger in what I
do,” she said. “Believe showed me how to see people differently,
and I have decided to put Christ in the moment and give my best.”
Ever have a verse of scripture jump out at you? When I heard
Makenzie’s story, I couldn’t help but think of Acts 4:29, which says:
“... enable your servants to speak your word with great boldness.”

Andy Hansen
PRESIDENT
CHRIST

IN

YOUTH
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Jr. high students at a
Believe conference raise
their hands in worship
during the “WITH” tour
that took place in
the fall of 2017 and
spring of 2018. The next
Believe tour is slated to
start in October, with
stops scheduled for 12
locations all over the
country. This year’s tour
will help young people
understand that their
identity is found in
Christ, and out of that
can come a boldness to
proclaim what the Lord
has done in their lives.

Prior to this verse, we read about how John
and Peter had been falsely arrested by
the Temple guards under direction of the
priests and placed in jail, just because they
had firmly proclaimed to the people that
Jesus had risen from the dead. All the while
5,000 BELIEVED THE MESSAGE! The next
day, in a court setting in front of the most
powerful religious leaders of the day, the
question was presented: “By what power or
by what name do you do this?” (verse 7).

released with a stern warning to no longer
speak the name of Jesus. Yeah, right!

They are speaking of an event that everyone
was talking about – how a man crippled by
birth was instantly healed; his feet and
ankles becoming strong by the power of
Jesus as he is lifted by these two apostles.
With unwavering boldness, Peter
proclaimed that it was by the name of
Jesus Christ that this cripple was
completely healed, then stated: “Salvation
is found in NO ONE ELSE, for there is NO
OTHER NAME under Heaven given to men
by which we must be saved.” (verse 12,
emphasis added).

Talk about CONTRAST! This summer we
are praying for nearly 50,000 students
who will study 1 John at CIY’s high school
MOVE and middle school MIX weeks.
During these events this massive
movement of young people learn how their
faith, their lives and their actions should
live in contrast to the current culture: to
be a light in the darkness, to believe rather
than deny, to obey rather than rebel, to love
rather than to be overcome with fear.

Their courage so confused the whole
Sanhedrin (and having the healed man in
the same room made their claim
undeniable), that no punishment could
be decided upon. Peter and John were

Peter and John went back to where the
believers were gathered and then raised
their voices in prayer and praise! Their
request? For safety? For peace? For
happiness? No! They prayed that God
would give them the power of the Spirit to
continue to speak the truth of the Gospel
BOLDLY!

We need to pray for the healing of
brokenness, commitment for unity and a
revelation of God-given gifts and
abilities for these young Kingdom
workers this summer! But the deepest
calling of prayer should be for BOLDNESS
– to boldly proclaim the name of Jesus.

CHRIST IN YOUTH

In a culture that constantly shifts morals
and values – that seeks sensation rather
than substance – there is an urgent need
for a movement of young people who will
shine the light of truth and grace with
unwavering BOLDNESS. The boldness
to “walk as Jesus walked” (1 John 2:6), to
boldly allow “the Word of God to live in
you” (1 John 2:14), and to “lay down their
lives and love with action and truth”
(1 John 3:16-18).
Would you commit to praying ONE word
every day this summer for other students
like MacKenzie who will be challenged by
the Holy Spirit to embrace that same kind
of boldness? Will you commit to taking a
few minutes each day and utter a focused
prayer toward a specific MOVE, MIX or
Engage experience? In a word, would you
pray this summer for BOLDNESS!
“God, enable these students to be filled
with Your Spirit and speak Your Word with
great BOLDNESS!”
The future movement of more than 50,000
Kingdom workers depends on your
prayers!
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CELEBRATING 50 YEARS:
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE
Like ripples in a pond, the ministry efforts of Christ In Youth’s
international conferences continue to impact millions around the world
STORY
PHOTOS

BY
BY
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ROBERTS
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ZUSTIAK
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hrist In Youth has partnered with the local church
for 50 years to engage young people with the Gospel
and to call them to live out their faith in the context
of their communities and the world. As CIY’s main
headquarters is located in the U.S., the primary focus has been in
that context.
In 1990, the leadership of CIY started the process of identifying
strategic locations around the world in which youth ministry
training and the development of weeklong events to impact
national students could be of use to local groups. The concept
began with a desire to share resources and training in places
where there was a healthy existing team on the ground –
comprised of U.S. missionaries and national workers – with the
hope that eventually the work would be self-sustaining. CIY’s
motto at the time was, “Change youth, change the world”– the
implication being CIY would engage in youth work on a global
scale.
The first international conference took place in 1990 in the
Dominican Republic. Throughout the 1990s, more international
conferences would follow in countries such as Costa Rica, Ghana,
Honduras, India, Mexico, Philippines and South Africa. Not long
after that first international conference, it became apparent to
CIY leadership that national youth leaders weren’t equipped to
do youth ministry year-round, and so the International School
of Youth Ministry was started through a partnership with Ozark
Christian College (OCC) Youth Ministry Professor Gary Zustiak.
“The idea was to recruit American youth ministers who brought
kids to a CIY summer conference the year before and invite
them to have an international experience while teaching at
the International School of Youth Ministry,” Zustiak said. “We

would hold the school in the two days before the international
youth conference, giving those youth leaders curriculum and
training in ways they wouldn’t otherwise ever receive. Most
people in those countries would have never had a chance to go
to Bible college, and we wanted to be able to give them the skills
they needed to be successful in youth ministry – such as how to
develop a Bible study, or how to lead devotional groups; all things
I would teach at OCC.”
The work paid off. Attendance at the international conferences
soared, and youth ministry efforts in those countries grew
in amazing ways. God was using the seeds planted by CIY to
amplify Christ’s call on students’ lives to be Kingdom workers in
all corners of the world. Zustiak said he recalls one conversation
with Ajai Lall – CIY’s main partner in India – a decade or more
after the start of international conferences, in which Lall stated
that CIY’s school of youth ministry “may have saved Christian
education in India” because of the active learning techniques
taught to youth leaders. Those techniques are still in practice
today in India.
Roger and Elaine Twitchell, former missionaries in Honduras
during the 1990s, also point to CIY’s international conferences
as an impetus for ministry growth throughout Central America.
Roger was led to missions after participating in the first CIY
mission trip to Haiti in 1985, while Elaine went on CIY missions
trips in the late 80s, as well. They hosted numerous CIY mission
teams in Honduras during their years as missionaries, and were
integral in getting the first international conferences off the
ground in that country.
“When CIY would come in and present what they were doing in
the U.S. to youth workers and church leaders in Honduras, and
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show them how they could provide training for the people who
worked with youth in-country, I thought it was incredible,” Roger
said. “It’s very rare to find a paid youth minister in Latin America,
and for CIY to give these guys the tools to be more effective
in youth ministry was incredible. The things they brought in
from the U.S. presented a different model of youth ministry, to
which they were able to ask the question: ‘Can we do that here?’
CIY’s staff and the youth ministers they would bring down were
the pillars holding up this idea of ‘youth ministry’ within the
country. While the people in-country were working to move it
forward. And the youth conferences really jazzed the youth, just
like they did in America. They looked forward to it every year.”
In 2010, CIY made an organizational shift that impacted the
strategy of the ministry’s international conferencing model. In
the past, the focus was on establishing youth ministry globally.
Now, the call is to partner with local churches in any location
globally to develop Kingdom workers.
“This call is a universal call to students, regardless of location,”
said Wade Landers, CIY’s senior director of global expansion.
“We call young people from around the globe to utilize their gifts
and talents for Kingdom work. While CIY expands globally with
this new strategy, we continue to partner with our remaining
legacy international conferences.”
Landers said there are currently five locations – Central
America, Dominican Republic, Mexico, India and Ghana –

“
This call is a universal call to students, regardless
of location. We call young people from around
the globe to utilize their gifts and talents for
Kingdom work.
”
that CIY continues to support financially every year thanks to
offerings taken at every U.S.-based event. CIY continues to pass
along materials from its programs to youth workers in these
countries to help equip youth ministry efforts. One such country
that continues to see growth through the annual conference
is Mexico, which celebrated the 25th anniversary of its CIY
conference in 2017.
“God has allowed us the perfect opportunity to share this new
vision with church leaders, ministry leaders, youth leaders and
many others,” said Joshua Angel Nuñez, director of Workers for
Mexico Mission. “During the celebration, we were able to inspire
all who attended with a vision of what the next 25 years will
look like as we transition from being a one-time-a-year-event
into a year-long, youth-engaging, discipling and empowering
movement for the youth and youth leaders in the churches we
serve. We strive to reach the youth of Mexico nationwide with the
love of Christ.”

The first CIY international conference was held in the Dominican Republic (above left) in 1990. Others followed throughout
the 1990s. By the end of the decade, there were as many as a dozen international conferences and youth ministry seminars
being organized by CIY in places all over the world, including India (above right).
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A CALL TO
IRELAND
Tens of thousands of U.S. students are responding to
CIY’s call to bring programs to the young people of Ireland
by raising funds and taking mission trips to the country
STORY

&
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ngraved on a massive rock in the middle of the Tollymore Forest in
Northern Ireland is a quote: “Stop, look around, and praise the name
of Him who made it all.” As CIY’s efforts to expand the ministry takes
big steps forward, there continue to be increasing opportunities to
help young people do exactly that – to stop, look around and praise God for the
amazing things He has done through CIY and its ministry partners in Ireland.
CIY’s Engage program has already taken four groups of students to Northern
Ireland this year, with another six trips to the Emerald Isle planned for this
summer. Of the more than 300 participants on Engage mission trips this
year, 179 of them are visiting Northern Ireland or Ireland. Much of the surge
of attendance on trips to these countries can be attributed to CIY’s challenge
to students in 2017 to help the ministry expand to Ireland. U.S. students have
answered that challenge by raising hundreds of thousands of dollars for CIY’s
global ministry efforts. Part of that response includes students not just giving
their money, but also committing to learning about the culture of Ireland
firsthand by joining Engage on mission trips.
Elly Johnson, for instance, is one such student who went to Northern Ireland
over Spring Break earlier this year. She said she continues to remember that
quote from the rock in Tollymore Forest as a point of inspiration for the life
lessons God taught her while she was in that country.
“That sentence has become my life motto following the trip,” she said. “One of
my biggest flaws is my inability to ‘stop doing.’ I constantly go full speed, often
wearing myself out and stripping myself of the ability to minister to others.
Jesus has been breaking me of this, and I have been striving to seek Him and
glorify Him in all that I do. I’m very thankful for the opportunity to have gone
on this trip, which has allowed God to continue to shape my life for Kingdom
work.”
While in Northern Ireland, team members work alongside ministry partners
(Continued on page 10)
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(Far left) On
St. Patrick’s Day,
students from the Engage
team had the privilage to
carry the cross in leading
a pilgrimage from St.
Paul’s Church (the first
church that St. Patrick
founded in the country),
to St. Patrick’s Cathedral.
(Left) Ellie Boitnott sits
upon an engraved rock in
the Tollymore Forest that
the team says inspired
them to stop and look for
God’s goodness.
(Continued from page 8)

from places such as Revival In Our Town (RIOT), Salt Factory
Sports, Summer Madness and Streetreach. While in Ireland,
groups work alongside Elevate Church. Those ministry partners
are integral in creating experiences for U.S. students to not
only see how God is working in other countries, but also what
Kingdom work looks like in other countries.
“RIOT and I are incredibly thankful for the love, care, leadership
and vision of our Engage teams,” said Richie Shilliday, RIOT
director. “The groups are always prepared and always have
the right heart to hear, and God uses that humble beauty to do
amazing things. RIOT and CIY love to pour into and fill students
– to always listen and hear from God to speak into their lives with
knowledge, love and understanding. We love to challenge teams
to really go life-long into evangelism. Missions is a lifestyle and
not a weekly activity. I can say with all honesty and integrity
that RIOT is a more rounded ministry because of the help and
support of CIY. The proof is in the connection with our young
folk, adults and volunteers connected with RIOT. We all think so
very much of the wonderful folk at CIY and the brilliant ministry
they share around the globe.”
The best examples of how CIY’s partnership with in-country
ministries is impacting students comes from the students
themselves. Even years after young people join CIY for an Engage
experience they live out the principles they learned in amazing
ways – sending out ripples of the Gospel all over the world.
“I went on a mission trip to Northern Ireland with CIY Engage
in March 2018, but that statement is not about me,” said Olivia
Portwood, a student from Milledgeville, Georgia. “If it were
about me, I would tell you how Northern Ireland went on a

mission trip to me. That’s the nature of mission trips: finding
yourself in impossible selflessness.
“I spent seven days learning some of Northern Ireland’s history
and culture, which helped me understand and communicate
with its people. Every night we returned to the (RIOT) youth
center and we talked, played games, worshiped and shared
our personal, unique journeys to faith with the students. To be
honest, I didn’t think my story would resonate with anyone,
because it was neither very good or very bad. I didn’t have a story
of powerful, joyful faith like some of my teammates, and I didn’t
have a story of overcoming difficult obstacles to find peace in
God like others. I just had a confusing, twisted storyline, with no
clear beginning or end. But the moment I finished sharing, I felt
a strong hand grab my wrist and pull me down onto the sofa. A
tentative girl sat across from me. I had spent the past few nights
chatting, playing cards, and building a new relationship with
her. She finally worked up the courage to ask: ‘So . . . how do you
get to know God?’
“This experience was about her, and every single person there
that we had the privilege to share encouragement and friendship
with. Mission trips show that no believer is alone in the entire
world, because we are willing to support each other from
different countries, denominations and political beliefs. Mission
trips show that if you are willing to put that much effort into
reaching someone, they are going to want to know why. Perhaps,
if we had never gone, that girl on the sofa would have become
curious about God through someone or something else. But
there is an urgency to our calling to be disciples, and we cannot
assume that the next person won’t pass up the opportunity to
spread God’s illogically beautiful joy.”

KINGDOM WORKER CONNECTION
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THE POWER OF A STORY
Student testimonies at CIY events inspire others toward Kingdom work
STORY
PHOTOS
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reland Mitchell’s voice echoed through the auditorium at
MOVE as the high schooler began her Kingdom worker
story. It started with optimism but quickly spiraled toward
potential defeat.

Her story, which was shared with thousands of other high school
students attending MOVE events, inspired others to embrace
Christ’s call on their lives for Kingdom work. While at a MOVE
event, she opened a Kingdom Worker Card that challenged her to
organize a food drive and host a meal for 500 families. She went
to work, and put together enough food for 500 families as well as
food baskets for those in need around her community. The event
was scheduled for Thanksgiving Day … but by the end of the day
only six people had shown up.
Mitchell realized God was not done with the day or all that
leftover food. Alongside her volunteers, she packed up the food
and made plates to deliver to all the homeless people in town –
More than 800 people ended up getting food, both physical and

&

CALEB

CLARK

spiritual all because of the perseverance of a teenager being
obedient to God’s call on her life to be a Kingdom worker.
Mitchell’s story is one of many that are told at CIY events as a way
of inspiring other students to embrace Kingdom work using their
own unique gifts, talents and abilities. These peer-to-peer stories
are powerful – oftentimes the most powerful spark of an entire
CIY event when it comes to motivating young people toward
action.
“Students are figuring out how the Gospel relates to them all the
time,” said MOVE Program Director Lane Moss. “Something
happens when they hear one of their friends say, ‘and then
God did this through me,’ and it clicks into place. They can see
how they fit into this mission that’s huge, to this calling that’s
huge, and they can begin to see their place in it. It’s pretty
phenomenal.”
This summer MOVE and MIX will spend a week shining a
The Kingdom
Worker Crash is
an annual event
hosted by CIY’s
MOVE team during
which a handful of
students from all
over the country
are brought
together to share
their stories of
Kingdom work.
Those stories are
used to inspire
thousands of
other students all
over the country
at MOVE’s summer
programs.
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spotlight on Jesus with the theme of “Contrast,” and will do so
by incorporating student testimonies just like the one shared by
Mitchell.
According to Taylor Brown, MIX program director, these stories
are some of the most impactful ways of communicating the
relevance of God’s call on a young person’s life.
“When they hear real stories of students, it isn’t abstract anymore,”
Brown said. “I had a girl tell me: ‘When I heard about Jesus, and
saw these students doing stuff, I realized I could be one of them.’
middle schoolers are still figuring out talents and gifts, so we have
fun stories in MIX of students taking the plunge. They don’t have
all the resources or experiences – they just dive in.”

BRANDON BARNETT
Brandon’s love for Jesus and
everything artistic are leading
him to support the nonprofit
organization Rapha House, which
fights against human trafficking.
Brandon said he is striving to
live his life like Romans 1:16.

EVALEE DEILY
Evalee planned a night of
worship, which gave her an
opportunity to speak on a

“

Christian radio station, share

I don’t think enough can be said for the
peer-to-peer testimony. It’s honestly worth its
weight in gold in terms of the influence it has.

about CIY and perform a song
she wrote. The night of worship
raised more than $1,000 for CIY
expansion to Ireland.
TYLER BENSON

”

Tyler enjoys running the lights

Video compilations of student testimonies are integrated into the
MOVE and MIX programs every summer. The MOVE program
does this by capturing stories during an annual event called
“Kingdom Worker Crash” – a weekend event in the spring when
MOVE invites a handful of high school students to share their
stories on camera.

for his church, and learned
how to do the task mostly on
his own. Tyler said finding the
right lights and focusing on
the lyrics of the praise and
worship songs draws him closer
to God.

“One of the things that’s always cool about the Crash is that these
kids have no idea who each other are,” Moss said. “They come from
all over the country – from dramatically different backgrounds.
Everything about them is different. And every year I’m nervous.
I’m wondering ‘Are they going to get along? What’s this going to be
like?’ And every single year, without fail, there’s this hilarious and
wonderful bond that is instantaneously formed because they’re all
getting together under this banner of Kingdom work.”

OLIVIA RUCKRIEGEL
Olivia started the nonprofit
“Scoring for Home,” combining
her two passions – Jesus and
soccer – and raised $2,000 for
an orphanage in Uganda. Olivia
said God helped her impact

That same thing happens among the tens of thousands of other
students attending CIY events every year. By hearing stories
from peers and understanding their ability to do similar acts of
Kingdom work, the idea of serving God becomes less something
unattainable and more a movement that every one of them wants
to be a part of.
“I don’t think enough can be said for the peer-to-peer testimony,”
Moss said. “It’s honestly worth its weight in gold in terms of the
influence it has.”
Kingdom Worker Crash videos can be found on the “CIY Æffect”
YouTube channel, and Kingdom worker stories can be found on
the Kingdom Worker Hub at kw-hub.com/stories.

lives thousands of miles away
without ever leaving home.
ISAIAH GOETZE
Isaiah learned about the
inner workings of his church,
and said he now feels led to
ministry. He desires to be
someone people can trust and
come to for help, saying small
changes in someone’s life can
make a huge difference.
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OUT-OF-THE-BOX THINKING
MIX’s trademark is ‘fun,’ which is never more perfectly on display than in the Outer Realm
STORY
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ubbles, inflatable ducks and dozens of adult leaders
dressed up in Yeti costumes …

That’s just one small peek into the chaos that often
accompanies the Outer Realm – one of the most age-intentional
elements of a week at CIY MIX.
What is the Outer Realm? It’s a dedicated moment scheduled
into every week of MIX to have fun … in the most creative and
out-of-the-box ways you could possibly imagine!
“I think the Outer Realm is developed by sixth, seventh and
eighth graders,” said Blake Sabiston, one of the pastors at
Crossings Community Church, who has taken students to MIX
for the past three years.
“Even the name ‘Outer Realm’ is like – what does this mean? I
don’t know, some sixth grader made it up probably. You have no
idea what the characters are going to be like, what the games
will consist of or what the activities will be. Sometimes it’s at
night, sometimes there’s mud and water – you literally have no
clue what it’s going to be. And you just get to see the students go,
‘WHAT?!?! WHY ARE WE DOING THIS?!?!’ And then they walk
out into it and experience it and it becomes a memory. It’s not just
a game or a competition – it’s a memory. It’s one of the first things
they talk to their parents about when they come home, which is
an icebreaker for them. They want to hear about the fun, but then
get to the serious.”

HAINES
RANKIN
JENKINS

MIX Program Coordinator Mallory Jenkins is one of the creative
minds behind the creation of the Outer Realm, and loves the
intentionality behind it.
“It’s absolute joy to get on a whiteboard (during brainstorm
sessions) and draw and color and figure out systems to make
students and adult leaders come together,” she said.
“I love the philosophy of Outer Realm – that it’s about creating a
moment while getting energy out, but it’s also an opportunity for
students to pause and play with their leaders. They’re building
relationships on the field that will help them open up in small
group time. I love how MIX is so intentional about that. They
need to go splash around and throw things at each other, slip and
slide and do ridiculous things because that night when they feel
God tugging on their hearts, that adult leader who gave them so
much attention earlier in the day will be there, and that student
will feel more apt to open up about what’s going on in their life.”
So how do you get from a crazy idea to a physical experience that
ignites profound moments between students and youth leaders?
The development of the Outer Realm begins with lots and lots of
research and brainstorming conversations.

According to MIX Program Director Taylor Brown, the Outer
Realm is controlled chaos where students can lose their minds
and have fun.

“We cast a broad net collecting ideas,” Brown said. “There are
multiple brainstorming conversations. We also break games
down into categories and try to make sure we’re hitting all
the different avenues, and it gives us some structure. Then we
spend a lot of our year chasing it down. Revision after revision
after revision of the game – making sure it can be played by a
thousand people. Then we test it with church youth groups … and
then tweak and revise again.”

“It’s a time in our programming where every student at the event
can play the same game all at the same time,” Brown said. “We’ve
had a thousand kids out in a field and man, they’re bought in. We
put characters in the field, we have crazy challenges – it’s just a
blast. We have afternoon games where they can get messy and
gross, or night games where they can sneak around and hunt and
be hunted.”

Different categories of games include collecting, racing, hitting
the target, board games and beating the clock, among others.
But those are merely the foundation stones for what eventually
becomes something far more grand and fantastic. There are team
colors and mascots involved, crazy characters (played by adult
leaders in outrageous costumes), obstacles, puzzles, water and so
much more. It’s the stuff of a middle school student’s dreams.

KINGDOM WORKER CONNECTION
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The Outer Realm is a dedicated moment scheduled into every week of MIX just for fun. It features some of the most creative
and out-of-the-box games the human brain can think of ... and usually involves bubbles and crazy characters.

“Sixth, seventh and eighth graders have so much energy still,”
Sabiston said. “They’re not quite adults, but they’re not kids either
– they’re kind of that in between. They have a ton of energy they
need to let out and they need to express themselves in different
ways. The majority of middle school students express themselves
in having a good time and having fun and running around with
their friends and making memories.
“That fun piece of MIX is huge. It’s vital and it needs to happen,
and it does happen. There’s a lot of laughter. There’s a lot of
memories made between adult leaders and students. So many
times after the event I hear students saying to me, ‘Remember

that one time we got to do ‘this.’ It’s a huge memory. They’ll walk
away from this week going, ‘Yes Jesus’ and ‘Yes Scripture,’ but
man that fun – they’ll tie (those truths) to that. We’ll be able to
unpack that later as adults by helping them remember the fun
things that brought those truths to life.”
This year’s MIX tour will kick off in June with stops in Kentucky,
Missouri, Oklahoma, Ohio, Florida, Indiana, Tennessee, Texas,
Pennsylvania, California, New Mexico, Washington, Michigan
and Illinois. Find the dates and locations – as well as registration
– at ciy.com/mix.
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THE MAKING OF
THE OUTER REALM
As drawn by a middle schooler ...
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TALKING THE TALK
Christine Lee has been in youth ministry for a decade-plus, and some of her favorite people
are middle schoolers. That’s why MIX tapped into her wisdom for the summer and asked her
to help drive home some of the year’s major themes through a series of Expert videos.

The following is a Q&A with Christine Lee, this
summer’s MIX Expert, who will speak to middle
school students in a series of short films about
living a life of contrast.

“Contrast,” through a series of short films that I’m
super pumped about!

KWC: What do you think of the “Contrast” theme?
I am genuinely so excited about it. I think it’s
so needed for students to get to engage in a
conversation about faith framed in this way. Our
society is riddled with ideas that absolutes are
almost nonexistent or bigoted, and students are
taught to cling to “their truths.” I’m so hopeful for
the ways God is going to use this year’s theme to
help them see some clear lines in the sand, and
that those lines lead to more freedom than they
can even comprehend.

KWC: Who is Christine Lee? Seriously ... give us all
the fun details of your life.
I was born in Hong Kong, but spent most of my
life growing up in the woods of New Hampshire!
I ended up going to school in the middle of a
cornfield at Lincoln Christian University, and
studied Spiritual Formation there. I fell in love
with working with students while I was in college,
and ended up being a Jr. high pastor for a couple
years in Illinois before going to Las Vegas (Canyon
Ridge Christian Church) and doing student
worship there for a year. I was planning on getting
a dog when I moved to Vegas and naming him
Dobby (I’m obsessed with Harry Potter), but then
my car died in the middle of the desert, so I took
on a car payment instead of a bundle of fluff.

Christine Lee
MIX EXPERT
MIDDLE SCHOOL MINISTER

KWC: What’s your best middle school student
story?
The first one that comes to mind is I was working
at a church as the Jr. high worship pastor, and
every year I would ask our student vocalists to
re-audition. So this seventh grade girl walks in
for her RE-audition – as in she’s already had a
year of experience under her belt with our staff,
expectations, and how things work on stage. She
gets up to the microphone, and someone from
the panel starts giving instructions and I see her
totally not listening but staring intently at the mic
on the stand. And right in the middle of being told
to begin, I see her stick her tongue out real fast.
SHE STRAIGHT UP LICKED THE MICROPHONE.

So naturally I asked “Why did you just lick the
mic?” To which she responded: “I couldn’t help
it. I just kept thinking that I wanted to know how
it tastes.” She went down as an audition legend
after that.

KWC: Tell us about what you’ll be doing at MIX.
This summer I’m the “MIX Expert.” That title
is hilarious to me because I’m not sure I can
say I’m an expert in anything besides being
uncomfortable in large groups (I am a true
introvert). I get to set up our theme for the week,

CHRIST IN YOUTH

KWC: How did you connect to CIY? What made
you say “Yes” to this opportunity?
CIY has always been a huge part of the student
ministries I’ve been a part of – the highlight trips
of the year and the catalysts for long-term life
change for so many students I’ve journeyed with.
I also have a few friends who work there! It was an
easy “Yes” and a great privilege to be a part of all
that God is accomplishing through CIY.

KWC: What do you hope students will experience
at MIX?
I hope students will have a true encounter with
Jesus, and know Him for more of who He really is;
that He’s fun, that His love for us is real and true,
and that He makes our hearts come alive in ways
no other thing, person or place can. I hope this
summer MIX stirs wonder in students and gives
them tangible things to latch onto and develop in
their faith throughout the year to come!
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Contrast isn’t just a theme for CIY this
summer; it’s an important new paradigm
for raising up the next generation of
Kingdom workers
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eneration Z is unlike any
generation we’ve seen before.
The young people who make up
that generation are extremely
interested in volunteer work, consider
having a lot of money to be the ultimate sign
of success, and would rather lose their sense
of smell than live without a mobile device.
The unique behaviors and characteristics
of that generation present opportunities
for Kingdom work in amazing new ways.
CIY believes that all students are made for
Kingdom work; understanding how to help
them discover that call is why so much time
and effort is poured into every trip, event and
resource.
(Continued on next page)
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Generation Z is categorized as those born between 1999 and
2015, making them currently fall in the age range of 3-19. Known
as “Gen Z,” this group of individuals has been studied by various
research organizations worldwide, including a collaboration
of Barna Group and Impact 360 Institute. Recently, the two
organizations released a book called “Gen Z: The Culture, Beliefs
and Motivations Shaping the Next Generation,” which surveyed
and collected data on the identifiable behaviors and
characteristics of Gen Z. The book posits many startling statistics
and poses questions to the Church as it seeks to raise up this next
generation for the Kingdom.
This group makes up the individuals in the Church’s current
children, preteen, Jr. high and high school ministries. They aren’t
just the future Church, they ARE the Church. To understand how
to raise up Generation Z is to know how to amplify Christ’s call
on students’ lives to be Kingdom workers, and CIY is passionate
about learning to speak the language of Gen Z to be effective in
this great commission.
A majority of Gen Z was raised with screens in their hands
and have a plethora of information readily available at their
fingertips. Barna research shows that more than half of Gen Zs
in the teenage range (13-19) use screen media four or more hours
every day, giving them the nickname “screenagers.” Because they
have so much available information, they are eager to achieve
both in education and as professionals.

However, tangled in their quest to understand themselves comes
waves of challenges such as anxiety, fear, lack of empowerment,
loneliness and uncertainty in knowing what real truth is. At their
fingertips they can see and understand the state of the world we
live in, and they want to seriously be looked at so that their voices
can be heard. Among all the “information” surrounding them on
a daily basis, how can they know what to believe is truth? More
importantly, how can they know what is God’s truth among the
ever-increasing noise?
To help deliver that truth in effective ways, CIY launched the
Æffect program about three years ago, with a mission to help
students transition from being affected to being effective
Kingdom workers. The digital-forward department creates
apps, games, videos and other community-building resources
that are aimed toward sparking deeper conversations about the
Kingdom.
“The vision is to create space to pioneer new discoveries and
continue to think through how Generation Z communicates and
connects – hopefully driving content that would connect them
with mentors and one another using the little screens that we
carry around every day,” said Eric Epperson, senior director of
Æffect. “(Those devices) are tools. They’re not bad, they’re not
good – they’re tools. My bold statement is: Asking students to
leave their phones at home is no longer a discipleship tactic. We
have to learn how to communicate through this second language
we’ve all been given.”

KINGDOM WORKER CONNECTION
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Following the summer, CIY’s weekend events Believe and
In addition to the efforts of Æffect, every CIY event team designs
SuperStart will be teaching on themes of identity and learning
programming that hits this generation in age-intentional ways.
how to proclaim God’s truth to the world. Mike Branton, Believe
For instance, this summer both MOVE and MIX students will
program director, suggests it all begins with explaining to the
be studying the book of 1 John as they learn about what a life
next generation who they are, with the
of “Contrast” looks like. MIX Program
expectation that once they know that, how
Director, Taylor Brown, said they chose to
“
they live will flow out of that identity.
teach on the book of 1 John this summer
because the author of the book, John, was
The more you tell someone
“Identity is critical to talk about when you
bold in living a life of contrast and serves
think of raising up the next generation
as an example to teenagers today of how to
who they are, the less you
of Kingdom workers,” Branton said.
imitate that.
have to tell them what to do.
“Kingdom workers, at their core,
understand their identity in Christ
“We like the starkness of 1 John,” Brown
Kingdom work is a result of
and their lifelong commitment to the
said. “We really liked the character of
who we are in Christ, not a
Kingdom, as well as the place Kingdom
John because he walked with Jesus. He
work holds within who God has created
starts his book saying, ‘Listen, I saw Him.
mandate to work.
them to be. The more you tell someone
Don’t tell me he’s not real. I saw him, and
who they are, the less you have to tell
I walked with him. So, I’m telling you:
”
them what to do. Kingdom work is a result
I have room to talk.’ We felt like it was
of who we are in Christ, not a mandate to
relevant to teenagers in America because
work. Kingdom work is not the end all, it’s merely one way we live
John was saying, ‘drive your stake deep into the ground and say
out our relationship with Christ. Kingdom work is a way to serve
you are with Jesus – and don’t make it about anything else.’”
others and be like Christ. Kingdom work is not self-serving to
Engage’s mission trips also expand the scope of how Gen Z learns bring honor to us.”
about Kingdom work by intentionally training students for a
The encouragement to “claim your faith” and “stand on what you
lifetime of Kingdom work by facilitating missional training that
believe as truth” is a contradiction to Gen Z, where a
breaks through the cliché mission trip norms.
(Continued on next page)
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never-before-seen 35 percent claim to be agnostic, atheist or
unaffiliated with any religion, according to Barna Group’s
research.
In fact, Gen Z is twice as likely as adults to say they are atheist,
and only 8 percent of Gen Z’s 13-to-18-year-olds believe
spirituality will bring happiness at all. In the place of faith,
43 percent believe financial success is what will bring them
happiness.
With a number that high rooted as the motivation for happiness,
the areas of Gen Z’s lives that include morals, faith, social and
relational views are looking more worldly than ever.
This isn’t just shocking for the unchurched percentage of Gen Z;
those who attend church regularly are showing similar trends. Of
the churchgoing individuals in Gen Z, 21 percent say the church
is represented in a negative, judgmental way to society, and only
41 percent of churchgoing teens believe the Bible has everything
a person needs for a meaningful life.
What’s a youth pastor to do with that information? The book “Gen
Z” suggests it’s time for a big change in youth ministry.

“Will older Christians insist that the youngest generation must
speak, act and think like us, long-time residents of Jerusalem?”
the book asks. “Or will we help young exiles become and
remain the people of God in Babylon? If the latter, then pastors,
educators, mentors and parents will have to give up entertaining
kids into the Kingdom. Pizza parties, silly games and worship
nights may be attractive outreach events, but they do not instill
lasting faith. Disciple-making in Gen Z must, by necessity,
involve formation in the basics: There is a God. Truth exists. This
is how the world is. This is who we are. This is what Jesus does
about it.”
CIY is committed to partnering with the local church in
supporting this youth ministry mind-shift. Adaptability while
boldly proclaiming God’s truth from His Word is key in reaching
the next generation.
Now more than ever, the Gospel must pierce through the noise
that is distracting this young generation. Contrast is not just a
theme for CIY this summer; it is an important new paradigm for
raising up the next generation of Kingdom workers.
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GEN Z BY THE NUMBERS ...

75%

8%

USE SCREEN MEDIA
FOUR OR MORE HOURS
A DAY

BELIEVE
SPIRITUALITY WILL
BRING HAPPINESS.

21%

41%

CHOOSE A NEGATIVE,
JUDGMENTAL IMAGE
TO REPRESENT THE
CHURCH

43%

SAY THE BIBLE HAS
EVERYTHING A
PERSON NEEDS FOR A
MEANINGFUL LIFE

82%

SAY FINANCIAL
SUCCESS WILL BRING
HAPPINESS

SAY CHURCH IS
RELEVANT TO THEM

50%

79%

ARE NON-WHITE,
MAKING THEM
THE MOST
ETHNICALLY DIVERSE
GENERATION IN
AMERICAN HISTORY

OF ENGAGED
CHRISTIANS SAY
THEY CAN GO TO
THEIR PARENTS WITH
DOUBTS, STRUGGLES
AND QUESTIONS
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All statistics in this article were found in the research
produced by Barna and Impact 360 Institute’s book
“Gen Z: The Culture, Beliefs and Motivations Shaping
the Next Generation.”
Get the book at barna.com/product/gen-z

• A QUARTER OF GEN Z BELIEVES
WHAT IS RIGHT AND WRONG
CHANGES OVER TIME BASED ON
SOCIETY.
• SEVEN OUT OF 10 BELIEVE IT’S
ACCEPTABLE TO BE BORN A
GENDER AND FEEL LIKE ANOTHER.
• NEARLY HALF (49%) SAY THE
CHURCH SEEMS TO REJECT MUCH
OF WHAT SCIENCE TELLS US
ABOUT THE WORLD.
• ONLY 34% OF GEN Z ADMIT THAT
LYING IS MORALLY WRONG.
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THE OLD MADE NEW
CIY Æffect launches new Selah Devotions to help students engage in daily quiet times with God
STORY

BY

O

ne of the mainstays of CIY’s summer event, MOVE,
has always been Encounter Time – one-on-one
time between students and God. It’s an intentional
element of the event that has been in place since the
very first summer conference in 1970.
Now, thanks to a new resource developed by CIY’s Æffect team,
students will be able to take those amazing one-on-one moments
with God with them wherever they go.
Æffect is CIY’s all-digital initiative that specializes in on-the-go
experiences. This all-digital platform will roll out a new
innovation this summer – the Selah Devotions for mobile
devices that is designed for spiritual growth and alone time with
God. The resource will utilize video and audio elements in an
interactive and reflective way, and will include a five-minute
personal devotion experience.
Eric Epperson, Æffect’s senior director, said Selah will be used
to enhance Encounter Time at MOVE and ultimately replace
physical cards the students use during the event.
“Instead of giving out cards, it’ll all be driven to students’ phones
at the event,” Epperson said. “This will then populate the Selah
catalog with other experiences that they could use after the event
at different times throughout the year. Our vision is one resource,
but with a catalog of quiet-time experiences. The powerful
thing about Selah is it takes ancient practices – meditation,
Bible reading, reflective prayer, steady breathing – and delivers
them in a fresh and new medium that people are extremely
comfortable with. I think we have stumbled upon a new way
to do quiet times. Not that they’re new practices, but it’s a new
avenue to get there, which I think is really fun and I’m anxious to
see how it goes.”

BECCA

HAINES

Though Selah Devotions is the most recent digital resource from
CIY, it isn’t the first. In fact, CIY has been intentionally creating
digital content for the past five years across a wide variety of
online platforms. For instance, each of CIY’s programs currently
has multiple social media accounts and websites that are daily
engaging students, adult leaders, parents, grandparents and
ministry partners in ways that further CIY’s mission in creative
ways.
“If CIY’s mission is to amplify Christ’s call on students’ lives to be
Kingdom workers, then our digital communication efforts exist
to advance that calling” said Chris Roberts, communications
director. “With creative and engaging social media posts we are
able to always keep that Kingdom worker conversation buzzing.
With amazing resources, such as the Selah app, we are able to
always keep Kingdom work challenging for young people. And
with the wide range of platforms upon which we have a constant
and continuous presence – from our Kingdom Worker Hub blog
to our many websites and on to our very active social media
accounts – we are able to always be moving and motivating
young people to mobilize behind this calling that God can use
to change the world. In a word, we are ‘connecting’ Kingdom
workers. We’re in this together, and think how powerful it can be
when multiple generations of Kingdom workers band together to
affect change for the world.”
How it works:
Selah will debut
at all MOVE events
this summer as
a companion to
Encounter Time.
If you are unable
to attend a MOVE
event but interested

Æffect is continuously making advances in the digital world
in an effort to connect to the next generation. Epperson said
technology is a modern method to better serve the Lord by
integrating His Word into the daily lives of individuals –
ultimately producing more effective Kingdom workers.
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in trying this
resource,email
aeffect@ciy.com.

Amplifying christ’s call on
students’ lives to be kingdom workers

ciy.com
@christinyouth

@ciysuperstart

@mixciy

@ciyengage

@ciymix

@ciybelieve

@ciymove

@ciyaeffect
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Christian rapper KJ-52 interacts with Jr. high students attending CIY’s Believe conference in 2017. After a year hiatus, KJ-52
will be re-joining Believe for their 2018/19 tour, which will have its first event in Dallas in October.
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UNIQUELY CREATED

Identity to take center stage for Jr. high students during upcoming fall/spring Believe tour
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ccording to Believe Program Director Mike Branton,
the theme for the 2018/19 tour will revolve around the
idea of identity – something that nearly every Jr. high
student struggles with.

“After speaking to youth leaders and speakers across the nation,
the common struggle in the Jr. high-age demographic has been
consistently reported to be identity,” Branton said.
“So the theme is very age-intentional. Students can learn who
they are. It’s not just behavior modification, it’s a life-long pattern
of what they’ll do. When we think of Kingdom work – if a student
knows who they are then the result will be endless.”
Believe weekends will be filled with students making “I am”
statements, such as “I am a child of God,” “I am who God says I
am,” “I am God’s masterpiece,” “I am the church,” and “I am a
Kingdom worker.”
“We all know that our personal identity should be found in
Christ,” Branton said. “We don’t want to shy away from that.
We’ll be presenting the Gospel, stating who we are – which starts
with being wonderfully created. Ephesians tells us that we’re a
masterpiece. But we also want to recognize – especially when
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we get into the Kingdom worker language – that we are part of a
bigger identity than just ourselves. That larger identity is the body
of Christ, which Christ set up to be the Church.”
Students should expect some astonishing entertainment with
illusionist Zak Mirzadeh, who has a fantastic story tied to
identity, and thrilling praise and worship with rapper KJ-52,
who is returning to the Believe stage after a year’s hiatus. The
Believe team is also excited for some interactive surprises during
break-time sessions.
“Believe is my favorite event,” said Kate Bocklage, volunteer with
Northside Christian Church in Warrensburg, Missouri. “I have a
heart for middle schoolers – they’re a little crazy – but this event
focuses on the needs of the students. The portions are short,
which is great for kids. The kids are constantly talking about
things they’ve learned at Believe throughout the year. It’s really
important and it’s just amazing how everything fits together – it
takes a lot of prayer.”
Believe’s tour kicks off this fall with stops in Dallas, Irvine,
and Portland. Find additional information as well as dates and
locations at ciy.com/believe.

Every year, Believe hosts
more than 15,000 Jr. high
students in locations all
over the country. The next
tour will start in October
2018, and visit 12 cities
during the fall and into
the spring of 2019.
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STORIES FROM THE ROAD
Engage is continuing to train students for a life of Kingdom work by leading students on trips to countries all over the world. Students
go through training that includes Engage’s Seven Mission Principles. The following are testimonies from Kingdom workers who have
traveled with Engage and participated in the training.

ALYSSA FOSTER, 18 (Northern Ireland)
Jesus taught me so, so much while I was in Northern Ireland working with Revival
In Our Town (RIOT) ministry. Be still. Pray Constantly. Worship well. Listen
intently. And use your story. Five things I’ve always known, but now know in
deeper, richer ways because of what God showed me through His people and His
creation.

AUDRIC BERRIOS, 17 (Northern Ireland)
It has been a month since I’ve been back from a life-changing trip and I’ve never
felt this close to God. I got to experience God’s work while I was in Northern
Ireland. I have learned to love people no matter what and to pray without
ceasing. I thank God every day for giving me this opportunity to go to Northern
Ireland.

WINDY COBOURNE, YOUTH LEADER (Northern Ireland)
Christ In Youth does a phenomenal job teaching participants on their Engage
trips healthy principles about missions. First off: Missions is a lifestyle. God
has always been working where you are going and will continue to work after
you leave. This was a biggie for our group. He did a work in us and now we are
growing and loving those where we live. I love getting our students’ texts every
day about how they are sharing Christ boldly with others, friends and strangers.

TRECH DRAKE, 18 (Northern Ireland)
I took everything I could into my mindset and allowed it to move me in many
ways. From the simple things of that Northern Ireland is chalk full of mountains
and hills compared to my native coast lands of Texas, to the intricate beauty of
finally realizing how God will be my guiding light even through the darkest times
in my life. Ireland opened up my eyes and allowed me to take baby steps into my
faith, in which I still struggle day to day, like every Christian. Yet I realized
that’s it’s all in God’s plan.

TO READ MORE STORIES OF KINGDOM WORKERS TRAVELING INTERNATIONALLY WITH CIY, PLEASE VISIT KW-HUB.COM
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Preteens at a SuperStart event pray together after a small group time following one of the main sessions. The next SuperStart
tour will begin this fall and will focus on teaching preteens how to share what God has done for them.
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TELL YOUR STORY
Next SuperStart tour to inspire preteens to testify what God has done in their lives
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how they bring the kids up on the stage is tremendous. Seeing the
faith of the kids makes me feel God’s word is true. It inspires me,
too.”

veryone has their own story to tell, and SuperStart’s
dynamic teaching will motivate preteens to simply
share their story with love and confidence during the
upcoming 2018/19 tour.

This year’s teaching will include a breakdown of three ways
students can resonate with a story: hearing it or reading it in text,
standing where it happened, and feeling some sort of connection
with it and thinking of its influence.

SuperStart Program Director Drew Crisp said this year’s theme
focuses on Luke 8:39, which says: “Go back to your family,
and tell them everything God has done for you. So he went all
through the town proclaiming the great things Jesus had done
for him.”
Crisp said this verse will serve as a
foundation for a simple idea for preteens:
that sharing their stories isn’t any more
complicated than simply telling others
what God has done for them.
“We make it complicated and it’s not – it’s
just sharing what’s happening,” Crisp
said. “God is telling a story through our
lives and we need to learn how to pay
attention to that. There’s a lot you can
accomplish – a lot of information and a
lot of inspiration you can get across – by
telling a story.”
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“We want to help students see the Spirit is living and active,”
Crisp said. “It’s happening right now and it can happen in this
moment for them. As preteens begin
to take ownership of their faith, they
“
interact with the story personally – not
just as a textbook or something they’ve
God has been telling
inherited in their family, but as a personal
interaction that Jesus wants with them
stories for thousands of
now.”

years through His Church.
The complexity of God’s
storytelling – what He’s
doing in this world – is
fascinating.
”

SuperStart is designed specifically for
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students. This
year’s tour will travel to 12 locations in the
fall and spring. And as with all SuperStart programs, this tour
will feature impactful praise and worship, Plug ‘N’ Play times
and memorable small group moments.
“The overall experience is very good,” said Jason Allen, adult
volunteer with University Christian Church in Manhattan,
Kansas. “We do VBS every year, and Sunday class every week,
but (SuperStart) is a huge bonus. The message is always good and
it’s so well run. These kids love the staff and the entertainment
mixture. It’s all good. The more interaction the better. I think

“God has been telling stories for
thousands of years through His church,”
Crisp said. “The complexity of God’s
storytelling – what He’s doing in this
world – is fascinating. We’re going to
help students be inspired by that and
empower them to speak their story. I
think it’s important for preteens to know
they are the church of the future, but also
the church of the present. They’re being
used by God in this moment. Even in our vulnerabilities and
weaknesses and ways we’ve failed, Jesus is saving us and making
us new. If we begin to communicate to our friends maybe them
being able to see chinks in our armor – and how Jesus is the hero
– they’ll begin to see Him as the son of God as we see Him.”
SuperStart’s next tour begins in October with stops in St. Louis,
Louisville, Atlanta and Phoenix. A full list of dates and locations
on the tour is available at ciy.com/superstart.
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SOCIAL MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
Stories of God’s amazing work in the lives of so many Kingdom workers all over the world can be found in different places
throughout social media. Below is just a small sampling of #kingdomworkers embracing Christ’s call on their lives.
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The Nation’S leAdInG chRistIan PretEen Event

JoIn thoUsanDs oF otHer 4Th-6Th gRade
StudEnts thiS faLl aT suPersTart!

Fall 2018 touR daTes

St. LouiS, mo
OctoBer 12Th - 13Th

AtlaNta, ga
OctoBer 19Th - 20Th

PhoeNix, az
NoveMber 2Nd - 3Rd

LouiSvIlLe, Ky
NoveMber 9Th - 10Th

Find out morE at cIy.com/supErstArt/Kwc
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WORLD CHANGERS
YOUNG PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD ARE HEARING CHRIST’S CALL ON THEIR LIVES
TO BE KINGDOM WORKERS, BUT MILLIONS MORE AREN’T. CIY HOPES TO EXPAND ITS
REACH GLOBALLY, AND IT IS SEEKING PARTNERS LIKE YOU TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.

I

CIY is truly doing amazing work, and
young people all over the world are
hearing Christ’s call on their lives because
of it – sometimes for the first time ever.
Young people just like the kid you thought
about earlier.

’m about to tell you about one of the
most important things out there for
young people right now, but first I
want to make sure you’re in the right
frame of mind.
Think about a kid you know – maybe it’s
your own child, or someone from your
church, or maybe a niece or nephew, or
even a grandchild. Can you picture them in
your mind? Can you remember what their
passions in life are? Can you think about
what brings them the most joy?
What if I told you there’s a movement out
there that calls kids like that all over the
world to live out the passions they were
created for in world-changing ways?
I’m talking, of course, about CIY. You’ve
just read throughout this magazine
amazing stories of students responding to
Christ’s call on their lives to be Kingdom
workers because of an association with one
of CIY’s many events, trips or resources.
You’ve seen in this magazine how CIY is
intentionally bringing the Word of God
to young people in age-intentional and
creative ways.
It’s a 50-year faith-based ministry that
really believes that young people were
created to do Kingdom work. You can see
that in everything we do – from amazing
weekend and week-long events, to the
award-winning films and resources we
produce, to the exciting mission trips we
take to locations all over the world.
I’m telling you, there isn’t anything else out
there like CIY. The way God is using CIY to
reach this young generation for Christ, and

World changers.

Scott Walker
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
CHRIST IN YOUTH

helping them to understand His calling
on their lives to be Kingdom workers, is
amazing.
The stories in this magazine are just a small
sample of the many stories I could tell you
of young people – from preteens as young
as 10 to college kids – who have embraced
this call on their lives to be Kingdom
workers and lived it out in incredible ways.
I’ve seen kids host 5K events to raise tens
of thousands of dollars to fight human
trafficking. I’ve seen young people drink
nothing but water for a year to bring
awareness to the global water crisis. I’ve
seen youth groups eat Lucky Charms every
day for a year to help raise funds for
ministry efforts in Ireland.

KINGDOM WORKER CONNECTION

There’s so much more I could tell you
about CIY, but I’d rather just invite you to
experience it for yourself. Come to one of
our events, or check out one of our many
resources. You can get a sample of our
videos on the CIY Æffect YouTube channel,
or follow our programs on Facebook and
Instagram @christinyouth.
I know that when you see how well CIY
does events, trips and resources, you’ll
share the same passion we do for reaching
young generations for Christ.
If the Holy Spirit uses that passion to stir in
your heart a desire to partner with the
ministry, I’d love to have a conversation
about what that could look like. There are
many ways to pray, promote and provide
for the ministry of CIY.
When you partner with the ministry of CIY,
you’re not only helping students
understand their calling to Kingdom work,
you’re also promoting the Gospel worldwide. It’s bigger than CIY – it’s the greatest
calling we could possibly imagine.

Scott Walker is the senior director of development
for Christ In Youth. To find out more about ministry
partnerships, contact Scott at scott.walker@ciy.com.

CIY coordinates and produces programs, events and trips for students in grades four through college throughout the U.S. and the world,
and develops resources that benefit the local church. CIY amplifies Christ’s call on students’ lives to be Kingdom workers. For more information, visit ciy.com.

A two-day interactive weekend event designed specifically for preteens (4-6 grades), engaging their growing minds and teaching them more about the Bible. ciy.com/superstart

CONTACT: Logan Sperry · logan.sperry@ciy.com
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Believe is a high-energy weekend event for Jr. high students only, packed with powerful worship and teaching from God’s Word. ciy.com/believe

CONTACT: Juan Fallas · juan.fallas@ciy.com
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Engage offers mission trips that train students to engage other cultures of the world for the Kingdom of God. ciy.com/engage

CONTACT: engage@ciy.com
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A five-day summer program for high school students to experience God, including daily devotions, dynamic worship, community discipleship and Biblical teaching. ciy.com/move

CONTACT: Joel Yates · joel.yates@ciy.com
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A four-day summer conference for middle school students (6-8 grades) designed to address the unique spiritual, cognitive and developmental needs of that age group. ciy.com/mix

CONTACT: Cathy Cook · cathy.cook@ciy.com
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